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Abstract

Summary: Molecular dynamics simulations have found use in a wide variety of biomolecular appli-

cations, from protein folding kinetics to computational drug design to refinement of molecular struc-

tures. Two areas where users and developers frequently need to extend the built-in capabilities of

most software packages are implementing custom interactions, for instance biases derived from ex-

perimental data, and running ensembles of simulations. We present a Python high-level interface for

the popular simulation package GROMACS that i) allows custom potential functions without modify-

ing the simulation package code, ii) maintains the optimized performance of GROMACS and iii)

presents an abstract interface to building and executing computational graphs that allows transpar-

ent low-level optimization of data flow and task placement. Minimal dependencies make this inte-

grated API for the GROMACS simulation engine simple, portable and maintainable. We demonstrate

this API for experimentally-driven refinement of protein conformational ensembles.

Availability and implementation: LGPLv2.1 source and instructions are available at https://github.

com/kassonlab/gmxapi.

Contact: kasson@virginia.edu

Supplementary information: Supplementary data are available at Bioinformatics online.

1 Introduction

As biomolecular simulations have advanced in complexity and scale,

programmatic control of simulations has become a common mode

of use. This has been accomplished both through middleware layers

(Balasubramanian et al., 2016; Pronk et al., 2011) and native pro-

gramming interfaces (Eastman et al., 2013; Phillips et al., 2005),

with Python interfaces becoming increasingly common due to

Python’s popularity in the scientific computing community, its ro-

bust scripting interface, and the rich ecosystem of data analysis and

visualization tools available. Among major molecular dynamics

(MD) software packages, the few that offer native Python interfaces

tend to do so via procedural calls so that the resulting code is exe-

cuted in a linear, stepwise fashion. This is a natural programming

paradigm for users accustomed to writing shell scripts, but it pre-

vents more advanced task placement and parallelization strategies.

Packages such as TensorFlow (Abadi et al., 2016) or the MD overlay

software Copernicus (Pronk et al., 2011) demonstrate an alternative

paradigm where the API provides an interface for constructing a

computational task graph that can then be executed in an optimized

manner by the underlying software.

Our design approach is to provide a native interface to the

GROMACS MD engine (Pronk et al., 2013) that supports two com-

mon use patterns that require either middleware packages or custom

modification of the GROMACS source. This interface also allows

simple, intuitive construction of computational task graphs in a

manner that permits abstraction of parallel optimizations and
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ultimately is compatible with advanced machine-learning packages

such as TensorFlow to permit mixing of molecular simulation and

machine-learning operations.

We therefore present a native Python API to the GROMACS

simulation engine that implements these features. Users may drive

simulations from Python via simple high-level procedural com-

mands, a more granular object-oriented interface, or through their

own extension code. We include a framework for extending

GROMACS with MD plugin modules for which Python interfaces

are automatically generated, permitting developers to customize

GROMACS without modifying the source. The current interface

focuses on the MD engine itself; future versions will encompass ana-

lysis tools and facilitate integration with third-party analysis soft-

ware. Here, we outline key features of gmxapi and demonstrate its

utility by implementing restrained-ensemble MD simulations for hy-

brid refinement of protein structures based on experimental data.

2 Materials and methods

The gmxapi package consists of a high-level interface in pure Python

with a lower-level API implemented as a Cþþ extension. The

Python component provides the gmx module as a stable external

interface. Bindings to the libgmxapi Cþþ API are provided in the

submodule gmx.core. Cþþ implementations for different compute

platforms (cloud platforms, GPUs, parallel architectures) may be

coded differently but are presented through a consistent interface

that abstracts these details away.

The high-level Python interface provides essential abstractions for

workflow construction and execution. Procedural commands initialize

and construct a workflow, which may be serial or parallel at both the

individual-simulation and simulation-ensemble levels. Once the work-

flow is fully described, a single Python function discovers and allo-

cates computing resources and hands off the work specification to an

execution manager that translates it into a task graph and executes it.

A plugin API is included to allow custom extensions of

GROMACS MD potentials without recompiling the MD engine

code itself. Plugins are constructed via Cþþ templating and Python

bindings via pybind11 (sample code is provided). Users can thus

build a custom plugin and add it to the work specification, and the

gmxapi execution manager will bind the custom code into the MD

loop at runtime. The result is a Python interface for custom exten-

sions that maintains native GROMACS performance. gmxapi is

compatible with GROMACS 2016.3 and will support all future ver-

sions of GROMACS. Details on work specification grammar and

the plugin interface are given in the Supplementary Data.

3 Results

To demonstrate the power of the gmxapi package, we have tested it on

restrained-ensemble refinement of protein conformational ensembles

using experimental DEER spectroscopy data. This approach, originally

published and implemented using CHARMM (Roux and Islam, 2013),

is a common workflow in our group using GROMACS that requires

custom code in three places: user-specified biasing forces in the core

MD engine, analysis code to process predicted ensemble data and up-

date the biasing forces, and parallelization scripts to manage execution,

analysis and data exchange between many ensemble members simultan-

eously. We have replaced all three of these using the gmxapi plugin

interface and simple high-level calls to the gmxapi Python API.

At a high level, restrained-ensemble simulations compute popu-

lation properties from a set of molecular dynamics simulations,

compare those to an experimental measurement, and compute

biases to bring the simulated ensemble in better agreement with the

experimental one. The experimental data we use are residue-residue

distance distributions measured via double electron-electron reson-

ance (DEER) spectroscopy. The simulation algorithm is thus to com-

pute a distance histogram from the estimated ensemble, compare to

the measured ensemble, and calculate a distance-dependent biasing

force for the simulations, which are run for an interval Dt before

the process is repeated (see Supplementary Data). Multiple DEER

restraints can be applied in a single simulated ensemble.

The gmxapi calls required to set up a restrained-ensemble workflow

are schematized in Figure 1, and the full source is given in the

Supplementary Data. Prior to gmxapi, our group wrote a custom imple-

mentation of restrained-ensemble simulations for GROMACS that

required 6984 lines of code. With gmxapi our Cþþ plugin and python

source are 127 lines once include and comment statements are excluded.

Performance using gmxapi is within 5% of the custom implementation

where restraint forces are deeply embedded in the GROMACS code

(data in Supplement). Our design overhead by constructing and execut-

ing a computational graph rather than individual Python calls.

The gmxapi package thus provides a high-level interface for the

GROMACS MD engine and enables custom plugins for user-specified

forces, abstraction of computational context in a task-graph architecture,

and first-class management of simulation ensembles. Further improve-

ments will expand this API to cover parallel analysis tasks as well.
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